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1

Introduction

Recently, customer engagements are considered more important in research and
discussion (Harrigan et al., 2017). This phenomenon is caused by customer engagements
being considered as a highly related factor to an indicator of brand success (Bijmolt et al.,
2010; Bowden, 2009; van Doorn et al., 2010). In fact, many of those engagements appear
online over social media (Malthouse and Hofacker, 2010). With the rapid development of
information and technology, those engagements can be easily recorded and converted to
valuable information. Unfortunately, the company usually omitted the opportunities and
useful insight presented by those active customer engagements (Berthon et al., 2007).
Currently, social media has held a vital rule in bridging communication through many
forms, for example, to build a high-quality liaison between the university and their
students, the university should put more attention and efforts in social media
communications (Clark et al., 2017). On the other hand, recently some companies have
put more efforts in developing their online presence with hiring an online content editor,
for instance, the New York Times, etc. Although many companies understand the vital
role of being engaged on social media, they do not really understand how to organise it
effectively and measurable (Hanna et al., 2011).
Based on We Are Social report (2018), there are 4.021 billion people interact on the
Internet nowadays, and 3.196 Billion are active in social media. Need to be noted that
Facebook is the most social media used today with more than 2.1 billion users over the
world. This number shows a big opportunity in doing advertisement through Facebook.
Moreover, Facebook provides a download feature that allows an admin page to download
the advertisements data. Therefore, with these useful features, an admin can more
understand the performance of each advertisement both for paid and non-paid
advertisements. However, the question of how to make advertisements effective is a big
issue today. Hence, in this study, we propose a data mining method to extract useful
information inside of social media data.
Data mining method can be performed to dig more information regarding customers,
people opinions, and finding influential people through leveraging social media data
(Barbier and Liu, 2011). Machine learning, gathering information, statistics, database,
and data visualisation is part of the data mining method (Larose and Larose, 2014).
Therefore, to deal with this social media data, we examined the performance of three
machine learning algorithms including support vector machine, random forest and deep
learning algorithm.
The purpose of this study is to develop a strategy to improve social media
engagements through paid and non-paid publications based on publication characteristics.
We tested three potential machine algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM),
deep learning (DL) and random forest (RF) in order to get a robust algorithm in dealing
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with social media data. After selecting the most powerful algorithm, then we performed
the algorithm to analyse the relevance of input variables in supporting the number of
social media engagements. We either analyse the correlations of both customer
engagements and post characteristics towards a number of people reached. Finally, this
research comes up with a managerial implication on how to improve customer’s
engagement through a company social media brand and its different strategy to have
more engagements.

2

Related work

Engagement is a user-initiated action (Gluck, 2013). Other researcher defined
engagement as a multidimensional idea including behaviour, cognitive and emotional
(Hollebeek, 2011). Social media engagements on Facebook can be expressed by liking,
commenting and sharing (Khan, 2017). Those expressions may reflect the customers
feeling or emotion regarding the content provided. Gummerus et al. (2012) found those
customer engagement behaviours strongly affected by benefit received. The benefits
would be the entertainment benefit, economic benefit, and social benefit. Therefore,
generating more customers engagements could bring valuable insight into the decision
making process.
Previous research in the field of customer engagement put more efforts on the process
of engagement (Bowden, 2009), understanding customer to customer interaction (Chan
and Li, 2010), customer empowerment (Cova and Pace, 2006.), and Customers attitude in
Facebook (Debatin et al., 2009). However, only a few papers using data mining technique
as an analysing strategy to understand more online customer engagement both for paid
and non-paid publications through Facebook.
Data mining method is an approach that includes several stages such as data
understanding, data preparation, modelling and measurement (Han et al., 2011). Machine
Learning Algorithms offer a technical source of data mining used to analyse information
from raw data (Witten et al., 2016). Moro et al. (2016) used data mining technique to
predict the performance metric of a well-known Facebook brand company. Trainor et al.
(2014) also employed data mining method in dealing with social media data especially
users’ inputs and was proven as a useful tool.

3

Methodology

Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the machine learning algorithms. SVM was first
introduced and developed by Boser et al. (1992) and Valdimir and Vapnik (1995). SVM
classifiers were composed to predict the level or class to which a certain particle belongs,
with transforming input space into n-dimensional feature space depends on a kernel
(Steinwart and Christmann, 2008). The classification function is described as follows:
N

f ( x) 

 y K  X , X   b
i

i

i

(1)

i 1

{( xi , yi )}iN1 is a training model with N support vectors (x1), and the equal class (y1); i
and b are parameters that adjustable in order to tuning model performance in training data
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process; then K(X1, X2) is named as kernel function. There are some widely used kernel
function such, linear function, k(x, y) = x.y, polynomial function, k(x, y) = (x.y + 1)d, and
radial function, exp(–g||x – y||2). The complete picture regarding how SVM works,
described at figure.1 below. The dots that lie in the dash line are named support vectors,
and then the line between dash lines named separating hyperplane. SVM using the kernel
function the finding the optimal hyperplane to separate the data. SVM has been proven as
a very important algorithm in dealing with many data mining issues (Mangasarian, 2001).
Figure 1

Support vector machine (see online version for colours)

Deep learning (DL) is part of the machine learning field which emphasising on learning
representation from data and these learning representations are studied from the neural
network model (Chollet, 2017). One important aspect of deep learning is its ability in
dealing with large, complex, and unlabeled data (Najafabadi et al., 2015). On the other
hand, deep learning was found able to produce more important results than the common
method in finance (Heaton et al., 2016). This phenomena probably can be implemented to
others field such as marketing, management, etc. Generally speaking, deep learning can
be divided into three part of a sequence such as input, hidden layers, and output. The
sequence is described in Figure 2.
Figure 2

A deep neural network (see online version for colours)

To understand more how deep learning calculation works, we describe the process in
Figure 3. Need to be noted that if we only have one hidden layer, then the model is called
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a neural network model. If we have multiple hidden layers, then we have a deep learning
model (deep neural network). In this study, we run a deep learning model which has more
than one hidden layers. In the first layer, there are input variables, then multiply by
weight in the next layer. To calculate the output, we described the formula below:
y  A   I1 .w1    I 2 .w2    I 3 .w3    I 4 .w4    I 5 .w5      I n .wn   b 

(2)

Which y is output, A is activation function. There are several famous activation function
usually used such binary step function, f(x) = 1, x = , linear function, f(x) = ax, sigmoid,
1
2
, tanh, tanh( x) 
f ( x) 
 1, ReLu, f(x) = max(, x), and leaky Relu, f(x)
x
1 e
1  32 x
= ax, x <  = x, x ≥ . In this research, we tested the neural network model using 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7 hidden layers, however using four hidden layers found as the most accurate
model. To determine the other parameter such as activation function, we performed a grid
search method (results can be seen in the discussion section).
Figure 3

Neural network model

Decision tree in data mining method is widely used because of its flexibility and ease of
use with single tree analysis. However, a single tree analysis often leads to biases and
unstable prediction (Bhattacharyya et al., 2011). Random forests (RF) are a combination
of tree estimator which each tree depends on the rate of the stochastic vector using equal
distribution for all tree in the forest (Breiman, 2001). Therefore, with using many tresses,
Random forest is well known regarding its ability to overcome the overfitting problem. In
dealing with customer churn prediction, RF was found as a robust algorithm compared
with artificial neural network, decision tree and class weighted core support vector
machines (Xie et al., 2009). In line with previous research, RF was also performed better
than ordinary linear regression and logistic regression in estimating customer retention
and profitability (Larivière and van den Poel, 2005). In this study, we examined three
machine learning algorithms along with dynamic parameters in order to have a robust
algorithm in predicting social media engagements. Finally, we used a selected algorithm
to rank the input importance of company social media data.
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Experiment

This research is focused on how to improve social media engagements through data
mining approach using two company’s social media data. The first data was taken from
UCI dataset consist of 500 publications of a well-known cosmetic company and the
second data was gathered from an educational company from Indonesia consist of
216 publications. The only differences between cosmetic company data (the first dataset)
and educational company data (the second dataset) are post categorical and publication
strategy were taken by the company. The cosmetic company data using the paid
publication as their strategy and put more data in categorical data such action, product,
inspiration but for Indonesian company data, categorical publications data is not listed
and the strategy to publish the publication only using organic strategy (non-paid
publications).
This research was divided into two stages of experiments. The first stage was to
examine three machine learning algorithms including support vector machine (SVM),
deep learning (DL) and random forest (RF) in predicting social media performance
metrics. The second stage was to find the most relevant input variables in improving
engagements using the selected machine learning algorithm. The cosmetic company used
paid ads strategy in their publications. Conversely, the Indonesian educational company
only used non-paid publications (organic strategy) as its publication strategy. Therefore,
we analysed the input variables importance both for paid publications and non-paid
publications using the selected algorithm. The data is described in Table 1.
Table 1

Features

Feature
Pages total likes
Type
Category
Post month
Post weekday

Role
Input feature
Input variables (photo, status, link, and video)
Input variables (action, product, and inspiration)
Input variables (January–December)
Input feature (Sunday–Saturday)

Post hour

Input feature (1–24)

Paid

Input feature (1, 0)

Comments

Label or dependent variable

Likes

Label or dependent variable

Shares

Label or dependent variable

Total interactions (comments +
likes + shares)

Label or dependent variable

In order to perform a data mining approach using a machine learning algorithm, we
employed RapidMiner as a predictor tool. The data mining sequences through
RapidMiner are shown in Figure 4. First, we feed in the data using Excel read package
then we perform preprocessing data by divided the total interaction into two major groups
such as low and high level of engagements. We divided the total interaction based on
expert recommendation. The publication which has 0–240 engagements are considered as
low publication engagements and the publication which has more than 240 engagements
are considered as high publication engagements. Within this section also, we normalise
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the input variables using the z-transformation technique. Second, in order to avoid
overfitting problem, the data were divided into two groups such as test (25%) and
training (75%) data using stratified sampling method then the results of the prediction
value was compared with test data to have the model accuracy. Before predicting the
model performance we optimise the algorithm parameters by conducting a grid search
method.
Figure 4

5

Data mining sequence using RapidMiner (see online version for colours)

Result and discussion

5.1 Algorithms comparison
Grid search method was applied in obtaining optimum parameters of random forest. In
order to reach high accuracy, a combination between 41 maximal depth and 11 number
trees were found as the most optimum parameters. The other combination that has equal
accuracy was 80 maximal depth and 100 number of trees. However, using more tree
usually spends more times in processing. Therefore, in this research, we used 41 maximal
depth and 11 trees to predict a number of engagements. Based on using the optimum
parameters above, we got 79.00% of overall accuracy. In predicting high engagements,
random forest reaches 58.33% accuracy and 81.82% in predicting low engagements.
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Table 2

Grid search of random forest parameters

Maximal depth

Number of trees

Accuracy

41.0

11

0.79

80

100

0.79

60

70

0.78

1

1

0.77

1

11

0.77

1

21

0.77

1

31

0.77

100

21

0.77

1

41

0.77

1

51

0.77

Table 3
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Grid search of SVM parameters

Kernel function

Accuracy

Polynomial

0.77

Rbf

0.76

Sigmoid

0.75

Precomputed

0.23

In using support vector machine, we tested 4 kernel functions such as polynomial, Rbf,
sigmoid and precomputed. Based on these experiments, we found that the polynomial
kernel function works better in term of accuracy (Table 3). Therefore, we used this
activation in dealing with SVM prediction. We got 77% of overall accuracy in predicting
the number of engagements. The third candidate algorithm was deep learning. Before
performing the prediction, we also examined four activations in order to get a better
prediction performance. Eventually, we found that tanh activation performed better than
other activations function with 71%accuracy. Therefore, using this activation, deep
learning able to reach 71% accuracy. Based on three examined algorithms, we conclude
that in predicting the engagements, random forest works better than two other algorithms.
However, in term of time processing, Random Forest also spends more time than two
other algorithms (Table 4). Based on the different of testing and training accuracy, we
can conclude that the model also free from overfitting problem.
Table 4

Algorithm comparison
Overall accuracy Overall accuracy Precision Precision Time
(using training data) (using test data) (pred high) (pred low) (S)

Support vector machine

77.5%

77%

0%

77%

1

Random forest

99%

79%

58.33%

81.82%

8

Deep learning

74.5%

71%

39.29%

83.33%

4
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To have broader information regarding algorithm performance comparison, we assess the
algorithm performance by drawing a ROC curve (Figure 5). Based on Figure 5, we can
see that most of the time random forest works better than two other algorithms. When
false positive rate (horizontal line) is low, random forest shows its robustness compared
to deep learning and SVM. It means random forest has more true positive rate (vertical
line) than SVM and deep learning. Therefore, we can conclude that in dealing with this
social media data, random forest performs better than SVM and deep learning.
Furthermore, we used random forest weight to analyse the importance of publications
characteristics in order to improve the engagements both for publications with and
without paid ads.
Figure 5

Roc curve of random forest, SVM and deep learning (see online version for colours)

5.2 Improving paid ads performance
We used Cosmetic company data to measure the performance of paid ads (data was
explained in Section 3). The dependent variable is total interaction which is an
accumulation of share, like and comment. The inputs variable are total page likes, post
day, post month, categories, type, post hour, and paid advertisements (Table 1). Based on
expert recommendation (social media analyst), we grouped total engagements into two
categories such low level of and high level of engagements. Low level of engagements
was range from 0 to 240, and a high level of engagements was range from 241 to 6334.
Furthermore, we performed random forest (RF) to rank the relevance of input variables.
Before we run random forest to analyse the importance of input variables, we employed
the grid method to select the optimum parameters. The results of the grid search are
shown in Table 5. The optimal maximal depth and number of trees were found as many
41 and 11. Therefore, we applied the results to the random forest model.
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Results of grid search

Maximal depth

Number of trees

Accuracy

41

11

0.79

80

100

0.79

60

70

0.78

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

100

1

0.63

11

1

0.6

41

1

0.58

After applying the optimal parameters, we generated the confusion matrix result
(Table 6). The overall accuracy is 79% and to predict the low and high number of
engagements, random forest achieves 81.82% and 58.33% accuracy.
Table 6

Confusion matrix of paid publications
True low

True high

Class precision

Pred. low

72

16

81.82%

Pred. high

5

7

58.33%

Class recall

93.51%

30.43%

Based on the results of random forest analysis, page total likes was found as the most
relevant factor that affects the number of engagements compared to the category of the
publication, paid ads strategy, post hour, post month, post weekday, and type of
publication (Figure 6). Paid ads strategy was found less relevance in attracting people to
engage with only 13% relevant. These results are supported by the research conducted by
Lee et al. (2018). They discovered publications which have humour and emotion inside
likely create more engagements. Barreto (2013) also found that paid ads work poorly to
catch user attention compared to a friend’s recommendation on Facebook. Bacík et al.
(2015) explored that using paid ads strategy on Facebook doesn’t guarantee to have
successful promotion activity. Therefore, this study concludes that In order to have more
customer engagements in company social media brand, a manager has to pay more
attention to have more page total likes/followers in advance.
Figure 6

Percentage of relevance inputs toward a number of engagements (paid publications)
(see online version for colours)
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In order to have deeper analysis regarding what category, post hour, post month, post
weekday, and type that affect a number of engagements the most, we also analyse the
importance of sub-inputs to support the number of engagements to each of paid
publication. The results are shown in Figure 7. Category 2 (promoting product) is found
as the most important factor compared to category 1 (action) and category 3 (inspiration)
publications. In term of post hour, posting a publication on 10 am is found as the most
relevance time. For the type of publication, publications that using a photo works better
than a publication using link or video. The most important point here is that total page
likes of the Facebook page are the most important factor in supporting more publications
engagements. This insight was proven by the result of variable input importance which is
total page likes has a dominant influence compared to other input variables. Therefore,
we can conclude that in supporting the number of publication engagements through paid
publication, having more page total likes is a must.
Figure 7

The importance of sub-inputs and inputs (paid publications) (see online version
for colours)

5.3 Improving organic performance (non-paid ads)
The same treatment was conducted to measure the performance of non-paid ads. The
random forest was employed to analyse the importance of each input variables in
supporting the number of engagements. Before running the Random forest algorithm, we
performed a grid search method in order to have optimal parameters. The parameters are
a number of trees and maximal depth towards accuracy, it means more accurate a
prediction is better. The results of the grid search are shown in Table 7. The optimal
maximal depth and number of trees were found 60 and 41. Therefore, we applied this
optimal value to random forest architecture.
The accuracy achieved after implementing the optimal parameters is shown in
Table 8. Overall prediction accuracy is 86.05%. In order to predict low engagements, the
performance of the model achieves 81.25% accuracy. The most powerful model’s
performance was reached by predicting the high level of engagements with 100%
accuracy. The complete results are described in Table 8.
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Table 7

Grid search results

Maximal depth

Number of trees

Accuracy

60

41

0.860465116

51

51

0.860465116

41

70

0.860465116

11

31

0.837209302

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

90

0.604651163

1

100

0.604651163

41

1

0.581395349

Table 8

Confusion matrix of non-paid publications
True low

True high

Class precision

Pred. low

26

6

81.25%

Pred. high

0

11

100.00%

Class recall

100.00%

64.71%

Figure 8
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Percentage of relevance inputs toward a number of engagements (paid publications)
(see online version for colours)

The results of the input variables importance are shown in Figure 8. In supporting the
number of engagements of non-paid publications, page total likes also has the biggest
relevance compared to other input factors. These results emphasise important
information. In improving the number of engagements through Facebook page either with
paid and non-paid publications, page total likes hold a very important role. Having more
page total likes probably can improve the possibility to have more engagements in
publications either through paid or non-paid strategy. This new insight strongly suggests
the company Facebook page to put more efforts into attracting people to like their
Facebook page. Need to keep in mind that whoever likes a Facebook page will
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automatically become the follower of the Facebook page. Whoever becomes the follower
of one Facebook page, will continuously see the Facebook page publications in their
dashboard either through paid and non-paid publications strategy.
In order to have deeper analysis on what day, hour, type of publication and month
that support the number of engagements, we go deeper to analyse the importance of
sub-inputs and input variable using the Random forest. The results are shown in Figure 9.
For non-paid publications, Wednesday is found as the most effective day in publishing a
post. Therefore, publishing a promotion product on Wednesday probably having more
engagements than other weekdays. For hour post, 21 pm is found as the most effective
time to publish a post. Posting publications along with a picture also found working
better than using a link or video in publications. However, the contribution is not as
strong as having more page total likes in Facebook page. These results are confirmed by
the influence gap between page total likes and the other input variables.
Figure 9

The importance of sub-inputs and inputs (non-paid publications) (see online version
for colours)

5.4 Correlation
To prove that post engagement has a positive and significant correlation to a number of
reached people, we run a correlation analysis of shares, likes, comments, post type, post
hour, post weekday, post month, page total likes, and category, both for paid and
non-paid posts data. Finally, on paid posts data which is from the cosmetic company
found that customer engagements have a strong connection to a number of reach people.
Likes, shares, and comments have 0.55, 0.46 and 0.43 correlation which is higher than
the other inputs. Besides, the other input factors show a slight correlation toward a
number of people reached. These results bring a very important insight that a number of
customer engagements have a strong correlation with the number of people reached.
Again, these results confirm that customer engagements are valuable because not only
showing customers reaction regarding a post but also have a high correlation with a
number of people reached.

0.46
0.43
–0.08
0.14
–0.14
–0.10
–0.05
0.00
0.15

Share

Comment

Page total likes

Type integer

Category

Post month

Post weekday

Post Hour

Paid

1
0.55

Like

Lifetime post total reach

0.11

–0.02

–0.08

0.02

0.13

–0.04

0.05

0.84

0.90

1.00

Like

0.08

–0.06

–0.05

–0.03

0.15

0.01

–0.01

0.87

1.00

Share

0.08

0.00

–0.08

0.01

0.03

–0.01

0.03

1.00

Comment

0.01

–0.14

–0.01

0.94

–0.09

0.08

1.00

Page total
likes

0.03

–0.08

0.02

0.13

–0.18

1.00

Type
integer

–0.02

–0.11

–0.05

–0.13

1.00

Category

0.02

–0.18

–0.02

1.00

Post
month

0.00

0.05

1.00

Post
weekday

–0.07

1.00

Post hour

1

Paid

Table 9

Lifetime
post total
reach
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1.00
0.40
0.43
0.22
0.27
0.12
–0.33
0.00
0.03

Like

Share

Comment

Page total likes

Hour

Type

Month

Day

Lifetime post total reach

0.04

–0.51

–0.40

–0.02

0.42

0.50

–0.08

1.00

Like

–0.11

0.21

–0.21

0.15

0.16

0.25

1.00

Share

0.09

–0.11

–0.20

0.01

0.17

1.00

Comment

–0.04

–0.37

–0.77

0.00

1.00

Page total likes

0.00

0.11

–0.05

1.00

Hour

0.02

0.30

1.00

Type

0.09

1.00

Month

1.00

Day

Table 10

Lifetime post total reach
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Correlation towards lifetime post total reach through the organic post
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Similar results are shown by non-paid data (organic data). These data come from the
Indonesian educational company that didn’t use paid ads as their strategy. All of the posts
published using organic strategy through their company Facebook pages. The results
showed that likes, shares, comments and page total likes hold a high correlation towards a
number of people reached. Within organic posts, the share was found with the highest
correlation toward a number of people reach. This revealed important insight into the
importance of shares through organic posts. Page total likes were also found highly
correlated to a number of people reach that different to paid post that mentioned before.
Page total likes found more important to reach more people in organic publications
compared to paid publications. Therefore, these results are consistent with random forest
importance results. Both random forest and correlation results emphasise that page total
likes are an important input in order to reach more people and boost customer
engagements.

5.5 Managerial implication
Since categorical of publications are not listed in the Indonesian educational data, we
compare only the identical attributes. Thus, the cosmetic company data will not provide
categorical data in this section. The comparison between the importance of input
variables with paid and non-paid publications are shown in Figure 10. The comparison
graph below provides very important information to the company that leveraging their
existence in the online Facebook page. For organic publications, page total likes hold
much more important rule than paid publications. It is proven by the percentage of
relevance in supporting the number of engagements with 42% influence and 31.8% for
paid publications. Therefore we conclude that, if a company only rely on organic
strategy, the company should put more efforts into acquiring more people to like its
company Facebook page. The second important factor is post weekday. Both for paid and
non-paid publications, weekday of publications occupied the second relevance position
after page total like. In term of publications type, it is found as least relevance to support
the number of Facebook pages engagements both paid and organic publications. The
other important result is the different relevance result between hour post of paid
publication and non-paid publications. In paid publications, post hour occupies the fourth
position, but inorganic publications, post hour occupies the third position in importance.
Therefore we conclude that, if we want to use organic strategy as our strategy, then we
should put more focus on analysing the most appropriate time.
Figure 10

Comparison of input variable importance (see online version for colours)
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Conclusions and future research

Having more engagements on social media is important. With advance rapidly
technology in information management nowadays, the owner of a Facebook page is
allowed to download and gathering the full information of their company social media
engagements. This feature probably will help the company to understand more their
customers based on their engagements through company publications. Therefore in this
study, we try to find the most important factors that affect and help the publications to
have more engagements. Beside it, we either analyse the correlation of both customer
engagements and post characteristic towards a number of people reached. We conclude
several important results listed below:
1

Paid Advertisement through Facebook has a less relevance contribution in order to
improve the number of social media engagements, conversely, page total likes are
found more relevance in supporting the number of engagements. Therefore, having
more page total likes on the Facebook page is important.

2

Paid and non-paid publications through two Facebook pages with different company
and background likely require a high number of page total likes in order to achieve
more engagements.

3

Organic publications require more effort in selecting the best time to post, it is
proven by the relevance of hour in organic publications much bigger than the hour
relevance of paid publications.

4

Type of publications has the least relevance both for paid and non-paid publications
in supporting the number of Facebook page engagements.

5

In term of paid publications, the category of publications plays a more important rule
that the type of publications. Therefore, to have more engagements, selecting the
suitable categorical of publications probably acquiring more engagements.

6

In term of correlation, customer engagements in paid posts were found holding a
positive and high correlation toward a number of people reached, therefore these
results confirm the importance of having more customer engagements in company
Facebook page.

7

In organic publications, not only customer’s engagements were found having a high
correlation. Page total likes also found highly correlated with a number of people
reached. Therefore, this study concludes that organic posts are required to have more
page total likes or followers in their company Facebook page in order to have more
people reached and more customers engaged.

Finally, this study strongly suggests a company to put more efforts to have more page
total like (follower) in its company Facebook pages. Therefore the question of how to get
more Facebook company page (followers) through paid and non-paid post probably good
area for further research.
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